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MEET THE LOBOS

Smith Sparks Line
lf by chance anyone does not
know who the young man ill the
picture is allow me to introd11ce
Paul Smith. Paul is of course
the big middle guard who leads
the Lobo defensive line. Smith
has been mentioned as a possible
All"American by a number of national magazines and has met the
challenge head on.
·
The big (6-4, 235) Roswell,
New Mexico native came to UNM
as a freshman in 1964 having
played high school ball at ''Roswell High. Paul was an All-State
tackle for the Co;s>otes and was in
a class by himself. In a 1963
game against eventual state
champs, Highland High of Albuquerque, Smith played the first
half of the game in the Highland
backfield. The Hornet's quarterback was thrown for over seventy
yards in losses while attempting
to pass. Paul Smith had done all
the damage, In the second half
he was double teamed, but still
managed to stop the H.H.S.
ground atack.
Basketball Champ Too
While at Roswell Smith played
on both of the Coyotes' state
rbampion basketball teams and
was also an outstanding weight

man and occasional high jumper
on the tt·ack team,
Smith has already been a record
setter at UNM. He was the first
sophomore to ever receive the
school's awat·d for lineman of the
year, Paul was a natural for the
choice in 1965 after winning· such
honors as Western Athletic Conference lineman of the week following his performance against
Arizona, All-W.A.C. first team
picked by the United Press International, and the same Fir11t team
berth on the coaches All-W.A.C,
team.
Off to Past Start
In the fil·st two games of this

season Paul has ah·eady blocked
two kicks, ca11sed three fumbles,
recovered one fumble, blocked two
passes, and been in on numerous
tackles.
In the poor year of 1965 Paul
drew the praise of most of the
opponents' coaches. "He's as
tough as they come. He doesn't
give you any running room," said
Mike Lude of Colorado State University. This yeat• the comments
from the opposing coaches are
the same. Doug Weaver of Kan"Smith is the reason you don't
run against New Mexico. He is
amazing."
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to a
bulletin boarcL
How old is the
owner of
this TOT Stapler?

This is the

S-wingline
Tot Stapler

first outing and then were whipped by Nebt•aska last Saturday.
UCLA who was picked first in
the poll won its two first games
by big margins and are currently
rated second on the two wire service polls. Michigan State ranks
thh•d in the Street & Smith ratings, but they are at the head of
the wire service listings.
New Mexico has upset the
Street and Smith in both of its
two outings. The Lobos were
picked to win only against Arizona by the magazine.

(includin~:

1000 st.ples)
size CUB Deolc
Stapler Ollfy $1.49

Larg~t

Ho bluer than • pack of g,;m-bilt paekti

the punch o£ a big deal! Refill• avaUable
ewrywbere. Vnconditionally cuar.onteed.
:Mii!fe ill U.S.A. G~t it at UI:V IUitioaot)l
'll'anety, bock s~e~rel
'

Tcdking Tricycles
Soza.-Mickoy Mouse-t>onold Puck

Tires & Thorn Resistant tubes
2M6 ln. $3.00 eo.
27 111. Guntwc:rlls $3.50

Clement Tubut~tt now available

Symphony WjlJP2{1·, en Concert Hall

Two appearances this Saturday and Sunday in Albuquerque
will climax a trh1mphal three and
one.balf week European tour by
the Utah Symphony Orchestra.
Elll'oute home to Salt Lake
City the 26.yem·-old symphony
under the baton .of Maurice Abravanel will inaugurate UNM's
$2.5 million concert hall.
Students Get 2 for 1
UNM students are being given
a special deal for the opening of
the concert hall with the pl·esentation of a University ID card,
two people can get in for the price
of one. This goes fo~· the $1 to
$3 tickets.
The first all-orchestra concert
at 8 ·p.m. featuring the traditional
works of Bl•ahms and Beethoven
w.ill be followed Sunday at 4 p.m.
by a p1•ogram of contempo1•ary
works.
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William J. Martin, director of
the ~,094.-seat air conditioned hall,
said the Albuquerque performances of the Utah grllup will
complete a total of 15 concerts.
The first concert of the Utah
Symphony marking its New
York debut Sept. 9 served as the
opening of the Carnegie Hall season fOl' 1966.
Winthrop
Sergeant
Critic
wrote in the New Yorker~ "The
program was one to daunt any but
the most accomplished of orchestras, and owing to Mr. Abravanel's mastery of his craft, it
was performed with considerable
bt•illiance and subtlety.''
Group Cpmmended
Sergeant noted that the orchestra's "personality is responsive,
accurate, and wonderfully disciplined."
The Utah Symphony's tour in

Europe w};~art of the au1tn¥fi1/
exchange p~ of the ~~,eil
States and was-.~ai·~VY·h~arteed
throtlgh a $50,000 grant from
the U.S. Dept. of State.
For Greek~born Maestro Abra~
vanel the tour returned him to
the scene of many of his earliel'
cc!Jducting assignments includ~
ing :Berlin where he had conducted the Bedin Philharmonic and
the Berlin State Opera. His mu~
sicians received a standing ovation in Vienna's glittering Musik-Verein Hall where he previously conducted the Vienna State
Opera Orchestra. Three of the
five concerts sched11led in Greece
as part of the famed Athens Festival were in Atheps. Two others
were performed in Saloniko, his
birthplace.
Latest mechanical and technical innovations are included in

Hy BOB STORli:Y
The· final vlans for Hmnecom·
ing were reported to Student
Senate last night during its regular meeting. Homecoming Committee Chairman Jerry Roelll re·
ported that the controversy over
the changes in the qucen's election have finally been resolved.
I<

lished in the LOI30 yesterday
was incorrect. He said that con·
tl'ary to the report students will
be allowed to remain in the
screening committee which will
select the candidates from the
girls who apply~
Vote 100<;tHe said that the Rally Committee bad voted unanimously to
retain students on the committee and that this was done becttuse it was felt that the girls
who wete chosen candidates
should be active and truly representative of the st11dents.
By selecting judges fl'om the

campus this idea of reprcsenta- and meet expenses.
tivestives would be retained
Appointments Approved
rather than complete strangers
In other business before Senpicking the girls, Roehl com- ate seven Presidential appointmented.
ments were approved. These
"Although beauty will be used were 'rom Griffin, Chairman of
as a criterion for selecting can- Union Board; Ron Hamilton,
didates, the judges will be pre- Chairman of Student Affairs
sented with a list of activities 1Committee; Oystein Uilleskare,
and instructed that they may Dottie Boatman, Stephenie Rignl!!o use them as a basis for sc- don. and Bruce Greg to Pub1i·
lection if they wish,'' Roehl said.
Choose 20 Girls

The screening committee will
choose 20 girls from the original
applicants and the students will
vote for the top 10, selecting a
queen, two attendants and a court
of seven, Roehl told the group.
Need !\lore Money
A bill to give Homecoming
Committee an extra $4,000 ior
the purposes of getting enterta{nment was introduced. The
action was taken after Roehl
told Senate that in order to get
top cntcd.•tinment at this late
date it would take more money,

.,..t;ons B<>ard. Linna Joseph

come to

A BC PARKVIEWS
CHAINWHEEL
6105 A~d1rson SE
256-9190

In Latin Universities
(Ed. note: The following story is
the third and last of a series of
stories dealing with UNM student
Luis Calvillo-Capri's two·and-ahalf month trip to seven Latin
American ~ountries this summer.
In this last article, Calvillo discusses the role of the political stu·

Time is running short to purchase tickets for the special train
1m·~ to El Paso for the Lobos-Texas
Western game. As of '7:30 p.m.
last night, the ticket booth in the
~ ~~ .... ): .'
~''It~ Union had sold 450 tickets.
I
·~y ~. ·:~. ;~:(....
There has to be at least 650
!ea.. d
tickets
sold before the train can
. '
'l-'
~:~;·_ ..,,__ ,. ,._ 1
' leave. When contacted, the ticket
,_:. ,,__!'
. ..._ ....,. .... '
counter in Johnson gym said they
had plenty of tickets for the
game. Early yesterday, they had
sold 1000 tickets.
Bus Leaves 12:15
The schedule of evel1ts on Saturday begins at 12:15 when the
bus leaves the South of Johnson
gym for the railroad station. The
train leaves Albuquerque at 1
p.m., and arrives in El Paso
around 6 :00 p.m.
·t·
'rhere will be a bus to take the
passengers
from the train to the
•
game. All UNM students will be
ndmitted to the post-game dance
upon presentation i)f their lD
card. The train will leave El Paso
for home at 3:00 a.m. Sunday
morning.
Special Hours
All women students living on
campus, either in the dorms or
in sorority houses, may get spe·
eials :for the night.
Students are reminded that
there will be a dance car provided
:for the trip. Refreshments will
be provided. The purchased train
ticket must not be lost, because
CHAPARRAL I,AUUA LOY is slwwn pointing nut the ticket b9oth in the Union where students,
it is the return fare to 'Albuqueraluuts, arul boosters cnn buy their train titkets. The special train leaves Albuquerque at 1 p.m. on
que.
Sattttday Oct. 1.
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Touring & Ladies
5, 10 & 15 speed

Mens or Lodies

Rules Bring Revolts
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Prof~ssional

$39.95
3 sj)eed i:ngilsh

Wlls

also appointed Executive Administrative Assistant.
Senate was informed that the
following appointments will be
Rusty Bauman, Student Affairs;
L«!ren Kuehne, National and International Affairs, Jim Johnson,
Duffy Sasser, Bill Mahon to Radio Board; and Tom Solenberger
to Cultural committee.
In reports heard last night
Senator Patty Holder told the
group that the Elections Committee had chosen December 16
as the date for the general student elections this semester.

ACOUSTICALLY "TERIFFIC" was the comment by consultants
after a symphony orchestra directed by Kurt F.rederick performed
as a test in the new Concert Hall to be inaugurated at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 1 by the Utah Symphony.

Lobos' Game Train Filling Quickly
RELIEVES GAS PAINS*

*Those pains resulting frorn
high pric:e of gasoline
Albuquerque

320 Wyoming Blvd., S.E:-2504 Broadway, S.E.
Bridge & js(eta-Candelaria & Edith

"bounce" the sounds to achieve
the rcquhed acoustics.
Acoustics Emphasized
This same emhasis on acoustics
is reflected throughout the hall:
sandblasted concrete wall slabs,
side grills, acoustical cloth, car·
(Continued on page 5)
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the new Concert Hall, described
Thursday as "terrific'' after
acoustical testing by consultants.
The most noticeable devices
are large hexagonal golden steel
"clouds" hung at various levels
from the ceiling thro11ghout the
hall. Individually adjustable, they

U NM l-lomecoming Plans
Receive Senate Approva I
Roehl said that a l'eport pub-

WANT ADS
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OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

and rnany other rnodefs
STELBER

. of NfW

NEW MEXICO LOBO

'fhree members of the UNM De·
partment of Modern and Classical
Languages will attend and read
papers at the Rocky Mountain
Modern Language Assn. conference on Oct. 14 and 15 in Salt
Lake City,
Prof. Ned Davison, Spanish;
Prof. Robert Jespersen, German;
and Dr. Jack Kolbert, French,
will read papers to their respective sections.
Four other professors will attend the conference. Heading the
delegation will be Dr. Raymond
1\facCurdy, depa1·tment chairman.
Other incl11dc Dr. Robert Duncan,
Prof. Robert Holzapfel, and Prof.
Tamara Holzapfel.

BICYCLES
GITANE
LEGANANO
CAEANAVE

I

Language Meetings
To Feature U. Staff

Street and Smith Football Guide
Goofs When It Comes to Lobos
The now infamous Street and
Smith college football guide who
picked the Lobos to win only one
game is doing a little better on
the national level.
The magazine picked these
teams to be in the top ten: UCLA,
Alabama, Michigan State, Arkansas, Nebraska, Notre .Dame, Utah
State ( ?) , George Tech, Purd11e,
and Miami. All of the above mentioned teams with the exception of
Purdue and Utah State are undefeated at this time. Of course, the
Utags lost to the Lobos in their

I
II

November 11:!-·
Denver-away.
November 19·~·; ·
Colorado University-a.way,
November '20Colorado College-away.

team will face this year.
This yea1·'s schedule is:
October 9Colle[\'e of Santa Fc-home.
October 16New Mexico Mines-away (A
and B teams).
Oetober ~3St. Johns~-away.
October 30New Mexico State-away.
November 6New Me:xicu State-home.
November 13St. Johns-home.

3C{JJ.V·

~Utah

EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

BETTER NATIONALLY

(2] You have a TOT
Stapler that
staples eight
10-page reports
or tacks 31 memos

l.{y')
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toughest opponent that the Lobo

.
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By LYNN MILLER.
The UNM Lobo soccer team
followed the lead of the football
team over the weekend as they
started their. season with an 8-1
victory over Colot·ado College of
the Rocky Mountain Soccer
League.
Foreign Students
The New Mexico team, which
is composed almost entirely of
foreign students, was led by
Jamal Pritchard of South Africa
who scored fout· goals in the second half after replacing Ali
Se!ahvarzi of Iran at the centerforward position. One of Pritchard's goals came on a spectacular diving head shot.
Ab1·aha Ghermazion of Ethiopia
and UNM team captain closed the
scoring fo1· the Lobos with another head shot. Ghermazion was
the outstanding player on the
field as he continually fed his
teammates passes to set up scores
' and b1·oke up the Colorado offense
many times.
"·
Lobos Good
The Lobos' next game is scheduled for Oct. 9, at the UNM
soccer field across from the base·
ball field. 'l'he match will be held
at 2 p.m. and the action will be
against the College of Santa Fe.
''I think the team will do well",
team coach Frank Papcsy said
Tuesday afternoon. He said he
thought that Denver will he the

There's no
puzzlement

.

• '-.

dent at religious universities in
Nicaragua.)
By JOANN BAILEY
On July 23, 1966, UNM student Luis CalvUlo-Capri was in
Managua, Nicaragua, when approximately 15 students at the
Univel'sidad
Centro-America
(UCA), the country's Catholic
university, demonstrated.
The demonstration was in memory of the death of seven University of Leon students who in 1959,
Calvillo said, had demanded "students' rights" and had protested
certain social ills, only to "11e
gnnned-down by
government
troops.
Violated Principle
The odd part about the 1966
demonstration, he explained, was
that UCA had been established in
1959 on a principle of "no politics/' The demonstration clearly
violated this.
The death of the seven Leon
students had produced, in the
years following 1959, commemorative marches at all the Nicaraguan universities and high schools
except UCA. At least this was the
case u11til this past summer, Calvillo said, when Casemiro Sotelo
led the demonstration at UCA.
Permission Denied
Permission to hold the march
was requested of the Universit;y~s
priests but denied said Calvillo .
'!'he students then took the Nica·
raguan flag, marched into Mana•
gun, and demonstrated anyway.
The gathering soon turned vio•
lently anti-American, he reported.
As a result of the· students'
actions, Sotelo and six others
were expelled said Calvillo. The
six were later rei11stated-not
until Sotelo was rei11stated, said
Calvillo.
Strike Is Called
In light of this the rulifig body
o:l' the studefit government, the
Centro Universitario, called a
strike on behalf of Sotelo, stipu•
lating that it would not end until
(Conti11ued on page 6)
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Ribben Makes Cultural Mission
Years ago as a boy working in
a New York museum, Dr, Frank
C. Hibben listened to the fabulous
accounts of flaming cilffs, dinosaur eggs, and archaeological
sites in the Gobi Desert, as reported by the American naturlist
Roy Chapman Andrews.
Little did Dr. Hibben know
then that he would be the next
American to go into that faraway
land and see those same archaeological sites visited by Andrews.
_...
Hunts Argali Sheep
Dr. Hibben also hunted and
killed the Argali sheep, the largest of the wild sheep. Andrews
was the first American to kill the
Argali and Hibben was the second to take the same variety in
the same place.
It happened only a few weeks
ago. Dr. Hibben, chairman of the
Anthropology Depat'tment at the
University of New Mexico, has
just returned from a trip to Outer
Mongolia and the border area of
Red China. He was accompanied
by his wife.
Was Cultural Mission
The trip was sponsored by the
U.S. State Department as a cultural mission. Dr. Hibben, a well
known big game hunter and arch.oueologist, tied the cultural mission and his hunting plans together, and moved into the land
of the Argali sheep, away :from
the modern hotel in Mongolia's
capital where :food cost $80 per
day, into the hinterland where
the native yurts (huts made of a
lattice frame and taut animal
skins) are the only place to stay.
Welcome to 'Yurtsville'
In a small town composed of
about 20 yurts, named Bodagh-Ki
(nicknamed "yurtsville" by the
Hibbens), Mrs. Hibben took up
residence and Dr. Hibben moved
out on a mongolian pony, astride
a wooden saddle that, he ob'Served, must have been built "by
some medieval torturers.''
The interpreter in the hunting
']iarty was also the editor for
"Pravda" in the Mongolian capital.
Crossed Into China
In their search for the Argalia
sheep, the Hibben party moved
along the Red Chinese border and
as they moved into the Altai
Mountains, crossed into China.
Dr. Hibben reports the Mongolians personally are not proChinese though much of their
trade is with China and with
North Korea. Friendly relations
prevail to keep the trade channels
open, Dr. Hibben said.
The professor reports seeing
some Communist Chinese guards
along the border, though much
of the country is open and uninhabited.
r
Carry Russian Rifles
Mongolians carry a Russianmade riflle, Dr. Hibben said, and
probably serve as a buffer force
between the two powers. He reports neither the rifles nor the
ammunition bore any markings
showing nationality.
While the hunting party was in
the wilds Mrs. Hibben accepted
the invitation of a woman in the
village to visit her yurt, which
was some 20 miles from "yurts~
ville.''
Trip Made on Camel
The trip was made on a twohumped camel guided by a stick
in its nose. The camel would turn
in only one direction, to the right,

·rnternational Club
Will Hear Eubank
Hunting and travels will be discussed by Prof. Wayne Eubank
Sunday, Oct. 2, at the first fall
session of International Club
under the direction fo John Baka!l1
president.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 231 of the Union, the
meeting will also find members
scheduling events for the year.
Dr. Eubank will discuss his
safari hunts and trave]g in India
and Africa.
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and if she wanted to go left she Hibbens were forced to remain
had to turn the camel in a circle in Moscow for several days while
until he was headed in the proper Dr. Hibben was interogated.
direction.
"Good" or "Bad" Film?
On the way to the village Mrs.
There was argument over the
Hibben exchanged songs with her film. Was it "good film" or was it
guest. Mrs. Hibben taught her "bad film 1" In Russia Dr. Hibacquaintance the "Red River Val- ben found film is either all good
ley,'' a title which provides an or it is all bad.
ironic twist if one thinks in politiThe commisar said it was bad
cal rather than geographical film, and must be surrendered.
terms.
Dr. Hibben said his interpreter,
Bagged Six Sheep
the Pravra editor from Ulan
Dr. Hibben was successful on Bator, saved the day. He vouched
the hunt, He bagged six of the that all pictures had been taken
big Argali sheep.
in his presence.
On their return through Russia
Still the questioning. "Was it
the Hibbens experienced the un- a hunting trip or was it somefortunate circumstance of arbi- thing more?"
trary control and the insecurity
Dr. Hibben said he had a great
of secret policymaking on an infeeling
of relief when they finally
dividual level by a foreign government.
boarded a BOAC jet heading to
For an unexplained reason the London,

Even then there were some
problems, but only economic ones
this time. Those Argali sheep
skins and heads he was carrying
were 200 lbs. overweight, and
cost him $200 to get them to
London.

'

'

Dr. Hibben left them there for
the taxidermist.
One of the sheep represented
a world record, and was added to
the list . of almost two dozen
world big game records held by
Dr. Hibben.

6509 LOMAS BLVD., NE - 255-7784
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UNM Student Special
All You Can Eat $1.00
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 8-10 P.M.
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September 21, 196
~~MPUS
OPINION

.~ . .
Beginning October 14 NATIONAL COLLEGIATE WEEKLY, the only national
,:
college newspaper, will publish 30 issues during the school year. A digest newspaper, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE WEEKLY is composed of articles reprinted
from campus newspapers such as your own.

\

Because there are over six million college students in America, it is impossible
to distribute a free, sample copy. What we can do is give you an idea of the
reception to a rough, sample copy that was distributed as part of a SUrvey conducted
for us in the Boston area by the Information Gathering Service. The SUrvey indicated
that the majority of participants would subscribe to the Paper, and summarized that
the participants who were stratified by background, educational institution and class
in college, liked the "overall diversity and variety" and "the objective, unbiased
treatment" of contents in the Paper. Special features of NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
WEEKLY include:
Calendars of Scheduled College Events Across the Country
Career Opportunity Coverage
Exploration of Graduate study
National Classified Advertising
Reade~ Participation in Polls

,··
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We are confident that you will find, as others have, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
WEEKLY to be both informative and interesting. You'll be aware of happenings
in the college community, and observe the activities ot counterparts across the
country. Give us a chance. Invest in yourself. Subscribe NOW to NATIONAL
COLLEGIATE WEEKLY. It's well worth itl

.
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Single issues of NATIONAL COLLEGIATE WEEKLY will NOT be sold. The
8-issue introductory trial subscription for $1 is designed for those students who
have not planned to be enrolled for the entire school year. The 30-issue schoolyear subscription for $3 is designed for thrifty readers who when put to the test
by SWISHES (Sponge Whose Introductory SUbscription Has Expired-Suddenly) will
GRIP (Goodnaturedly Rent Issue of Paper).
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Striking: co/or-framed stripes
on deep-toned cotton oxford ... exclusively '6ANT.
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Ascot Striped Oxford: Ganf frames the edges of stripes with
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a contrasting color,· etches them on deep tone grounds. Result: a strikingly

Sincerely,

new expression in striped button-downs. Ltke all Gant shirts, Ascot Striped Oxford
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r••••••••••••••••National Collegiate Weekly Subscription Bla•k•••••••••••••••••

ground,· russet on green ground or green 017 gold ground. In tapered

:subscription Blanks MUST be accompanied by check, money order or cash (at your risk). Makel
1checks payable to American Collegiate, Inc, and mail to NATIONAL COLLEGIATE WEEKLY
0. Box 1059, Saugus, Mass. 01906.
'1

Hugger body. About $7.50 at discerning stores.
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Stu,di!nt Publications Board of the

Associ~;~.ted

Students of the University of New Mexico.
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mitment to 68,000,000 men. Only me, shall have a new birth of conBy ROBERT EWEGEN
then we will have an adequate formity (boy will we shut up
'fhe Collej:l"iate Press Service
strength ratio of 84 to 1 necessary those peaceniks) and that government of consensus, by manipula(As presented by Little Boy to put down this insurrection.
Johnson, president of the United
And as long as I am president, tion for the sake of saving face
States and grandson of a former mah fellow Americans, I pl·omise shall not perish from the earth,
President whom we all know and you this: we shall not withdraw, although admittedly the populaIOV('. The address was delivered
I promise that this nation, under tion might.
at the dedication of the American
military cemetery "Gettysburg
Le~ters
are welcome, and
East," outside of Saigon in the
should be no longer than 260
words, typewritten, double
year 2052.)
spaced~
Name,
telephone
number and address must be
WORLD OF MACHINES
Mah fellow Americans:
included, although name wiU
Foah score and seven yeahs ago,
be withheld upon r'l<!uest,
IF THE WORLD were populated by machines, the drift of my grandfather brought forth
upon this continent of Asia a
history and mankind would be a lot easier to predict.
new political concept, conceived Dear Editor:
quired to take, on this basis.
in
expediency
and
dedicated
to
the
Given the dangers that untried
The UNM Course Guide reWhen nations would lose the balance of elements which
proposition that we are better cently circulated by Students for fields seem to present, it is more
made it possible for them to survive as independent entities, dead than red.
a Democratic Society represents comfortable to assume that what
Great
What?
something
midway between the is most worth learning is that
they would simply crumble, But when you add human facNow we are engaged in a Great official Catalog which describes which takes the most effort.
tol'S that have made homo sapiens great such as emotion, Society (oops, I mean a Great most of our courses, and the inA third traditional attitude is
the
idea that students and faculty
Civil
War),
and
for
that
matter
stupidity, and stubbornness all bets are off and it becomes have been engaged in that Great formal grapevine among students cannot
possibly communicate on
who talk about courses with each
nearly impossible to predict anything about the world's Civil War for four score and other.
the basis of common interests. It
seven years now, testing whether
What does the Course Guide at- has not been unusual, for exfuture.
that concept of a permanent tempt to do that distinguishes it ample, to see freshmen arrive
History is filled with historians who have suggested keys American military presence in from these other channels of here with the notion that consultation with a faculty member is a
Asia or any concept so ill-con- communication?
to understanding history and using their concepts to predict ceived and so ineptly executed, can
SDS states that a summary of :form o£ unethical competition
•
long endure.
each class is needed "so the stu- with one's £cHow-students!
future events.
Similarly, SDS proceeds as if
We are met on a great battle- dent will be able to select the
The Greeks believed in cyclic history and fate. The late field of that war, a battlefield course and instructor that best the only way to win recognition
where General Ky was over- suits his plans." This assumes for the views of students is to re•
Middle Ages found men viewing history as the unfolding of thrown by General Hee, where that each student has plans (or mind the faculty publicly that its
General Hee was overthrown by intellectual interests?) that differ members are being talked about
a divine plan. Historians seem to argue in historic rhetoric General
Me, where General 11-fe from those of his fellow students. in private.
about such things as why Rome fell. Says one, "Rome fell was overthrown by General Wee,
Finally, this notion of an im·
At the same time, this student
where
General
Wee
was
overpenetrable
barrier between stuis
told
that
the
bcst'-and
hopebecause there were more soldiers than monks." But nobody thrown by General Gee, and so fullY he most "authoritative"- dents and faculty
supports the
is sure. So if they can't interpret the past, how can anyone forth through the 56 different guide can be drawn from the opin- traditional assumption that the
coups that finally culminated last ions of his fellow-students, or at most reliable information about
hope to understand the future?
spring in General Flea's govern- least the o.nes who answer the what a student can accomplish,
ment, which we are now convinced quesionnaire. How did SDS, or what he can learn, is to be
A POSSIBLE SOLUTION might be turning the world is in a position to bring to this though well-intentioned, fall into picked up :from his fellow-.stunation the political stability that this pattern of contradictory rea- dents.
over to machines. Each nation, huge or tiny, could have a is so necessary if we are to begin soning?
Thus if a student has not attended
class and later discovers
to
effectively
roll
back
the
aggresThis happened because SDS
complex system of computers installed to keep contact of sion from the north.
bas been trapped by an anti-in- that his exam contains material
tellectual tradition long estab- that his buddies have failed to
the nation's pulse.
Would You Believe 58?
me folks, I just received lished and shared among a seg- clue him in on, he may accuse
..Bach machine would compute things like social unrest, anExcuse
urgent note. {Oh no, not ment of UNM students. As a re- the instructor of being unfair.
Unless the student realizes what
sagging economies, anti-war demonstrations, strength of again.) Hnumph. What I meant sult, the Guide in its purpose and has
really happened, he is caught
was the 57 coups which finally content ltas given expression to
al'Ulies, etc., and it could keep a running account of that na- culminated in General She's coup these traditional attiudes, as if in a spiral toward failux:e that
three minutes ago which we are they Tepresent what SDS really he cannot explain in any other
tion's power level.
finally convinced is in a position to stands for, and as if they repre· way.
This is the first place I have
In this way wars could be done away with forever. If two at last offer this nation the politi- sent the standards most students
taught
where it has been so neces·
stability that is.••
use when choosing courses.
nations had conflicting interests; they could, instead of re- calHmmrph.
sary t11 "sell" students on the
What
attitudes
make
up
this
Be that as it may. We
of serious scholarship as
verting to ingenious forms of destruction and bloodshed, just have come to dedicate this bat- anti-intellectual tradition, and Yalue
the
condition
of success in a
as a fitting memorial to how are they reflected in the course. The need is apparent
compare their current power ratings and save everybody a tlefield
the light to moderate losses that Guide?
First, the anti-intellectual tradi- among some graduate students as
our
forces have sustained over
lot of misery.
tion
emphasizes the importance well as among freshmen.
the past 87 years so that my
On the other hand, students at
The computers could even make judgments about elections grandfather and his successors of classroom ritual, to the exclusion of serious concern :for ideas all class levels who have learned
could
test
the
theory
that
the
way
in democratic countries, thereby saving politicians thou- to bring Hanoi to the peace table and course content. Are exams the value of serious scholarship
objective or essay? How many do a tremendous academic job,
sands in campaign eJtpenses. Generals in Latin America and was to escalate further.
are there? Is attendance re- with competence as high as stuFitting and Proper
VietNam could consult with the nation's computer to get
It is altogether fitting and quired? How much reading? Are dents I've had anywhere else.
SDS has performed a valuable
proper that we should do this, and papers assigned? Is the instrucscoops on coup de etat possibilities.
tor
fair
or
unfair,
hard
or
easy
serVice
by exposing the anti·
anyone who thinks otherwise is a
.:With machines running things, nations that have reached nervous nellie and probably a to understand? Answers to these intellectual tradition which holds
questions make up the substantial students back. If it can overcome
the ends of their ropes, such as the Byzantines or the mod- traitor besides and simply help- content of the Course Guide.
this tradition, just as more and
ing to prolong the war.
This emphasis on classroom more students have done already,
ern-day' Britons could be quickly put out of their misery inThe world will long note and
remember what we did here, ritual fits in with a second tradi- SDS might yet do much to help
stead of dragging it out and using up valuable space and long
probably because we will still ~ tional attitude, namely the depre- all of us participate, creatively
long doing it, bUt the world Wlll cation and fear of new intellectual and effectively, in the quest for
resources.
probably never understand WRY experi.mce. You sl!e this in some knowledge.
freshmen who are not certain
Sincerely,
Best of aU, history would begin to make sense with ma- we did it.
.
why
they
are
in
the
University
And frankly, I'm fed up with
chines running it. Futures could be confidently predicted that
Charles Woodhouse
kind of idiotic questioning and resolve the.ir problem by lookDepartment of Sociology
and a whole new era of a sense of human direction by ma- emanating from the capitals of ing for courses that will ''interest''
them
personally,
assuming
the world over the last nine dechines would instill a feeling of security in everybody.
cades! I don't care why we are they would not do well in some
Latin American Desk
here! The point is we are here field they don't already know
Latin
American Desk will hold
THE ONLY TROUBLE is that with humans still in the and its too Jate to pull out now! about.
its
first
meeting
at the New MexYou see it too in advanced unWe are going to stay here! We
ico
Union
in
Room
250 D at 12:30
picture they would probably wind Up fighting over who had are going to escalate! This un- dergraduates who avoid courses
Friday
September
30,
1966.
which
have
no
obvious
relation
patriotic. practice of deferring
the best computers. C'est Ia vie!
interested
persons
are in~
All
to
their
own
major,
and
criticize
grandfathers bas to stop so that
vited
to
attend.
"outside"
courses
they
ate
re--Jim Jansson we can build up our troop com-
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CHESS CLUB DEVOTEES advertise their own interest: from
left are Ben Munson, Rapid City, S.D., Dan Susco, Los Alamos
and Lee Wilson, Albuquerque.

(Continued from page 1)
pcting and deeply padded seats.
The hall, the newest addition
to the Fine Arts Center, is entered through the foyer of the
Fine Arts Center and has a small
concert hull foyer featuring Gaston Lachuise's sculpture, "Tol·so,"
purchased to honol· the memory
of artist Kenneth Adams, the
last of the Taos art gToup.
'rhere are three levels of seating. These are o1·chestra, mazzaninc, and balcony.
The new hall has movie projection booths, sound control
booths, television and. ligh(ting
booths to provide flexibility for
the varied progl·ams carried on
at the Unive1·sity. The stage,
backed by an· enormous steel
shell that rolls ove1·head at the
push of a button, can back up a
full symphony.
A smaller version provides
walls for an ensemble.
Holien and Buckley of Santa
Fe are the m·chitects for the Fine
Arts Center. Acoustical consultants are Bolt, Beranek and
Newman of New York and Los
Angeles. Jack Purcell of the
firm's Los Angeles office has
supervised the work. Stage consultant and designe1· of the shell
is George Izenour of Yale University.
Contractor for the project is

Lembke Construction Co.
The box office is open dailY
from 8;30 to 4;30 p.m. and on
Saturday mornings,
Symphony-goe~·s will also have
an opportunity to visit Georgia
O'Keeffe's current show, her
first New Mexico one, in the Art
Museum of the Fine Arts Center. The Gallery will be open in
advance of the two concel'ts and
will remain open for the intermissions.

Organist Needed
An organist is needed at the
Canterbury Episcopal Center, 454
Ash NE, the religious meeting
spot for Episcopalians on the
UNM campm;. The Rev. Lawl'ence
Cantrel, chaplain, is anxious to
contact any volunteer willing to
play for Sunday services.

Listen to KNMD

ATTEND OUR NEW SHOWING CELEBRATION
September 29, 30, and October 1.

Register for the 1967 Chevy II.

Age 21 or over. No purohase neoessary.. One entry per person.
need not be present at the drawing.

1601
Lomas
N. E.

SHE LIKES TO GO

FORMAL!
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6,50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $1 0.00

Mapped Out by Chairman
return later during the day for
more refills.
He said the Union put a stop
to this for th1·ee reasons: the
Union was loosing n1oney on the
extra refi1ls, the students who
abused the privilege and tool<
their cups were keeping the cups
out o! service for other students,
and the abusing students took up
space in the cafeteria which other
students could use.
Griffen said the Union just
couldn't allow "such balent abuse"
of the refill policy to go unchecked because it might spread to the
bookstore and other parts of the
Union.
Comments on Book Prices
Although the prices were slightly higher than they should be in
the bookstore, according to Griffen, he said there was not "an
excuse but a reason for it."
The students are paying more,
Griffen conceded, but he pointed
out that they weren't paying
taxes. He also said that the extra
money students paid went to pay
for extra conveniences the Union
provided for students.
Retail Prices
Asked whether the Union sold
its books at suggested retail
prices or suggested trade prices

**

FORMALS
SEMI-FORMALS
-{X COCKTAIL DRESSES
Albuquerque'• l.arge•t

end Most Complete Gown Shop

FALL FESTIVAL OF THE A·RTS
FINE ARTS MUSEUM
and the

CONCERT HALL
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1:00 - 6:00 P.M.

*

IN THE MUSEUM

*

* * * * *

The Fabulous

GEORGIA O'KEEFFE EXHIBITION
Admission free

IN THE NEW CONCERT HALL

* * * * *

4:00P.M.

THE UTAH SYMPHONY
Maurice Abravanal, Conductor
Program
Overture to Candide ........•..•..........•............ Bernstein
Symphony No. 6 . , ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vaughn Williams
Firebird Suite (1919) ......................... , ... , . Stravinsky
Porgy & Bess .. , .......... , .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gershwin
~egular Admission $3, $2, $1.50, $1
with Student or Faculty J.D. card, TWO FOR ONE

Deadline Extended
On Fullbright-Hays
An overwhell'!ling response for
applications covering the 1967-68
Fulbright-Hayes overseas grants
makes it necessary that UNM
extend the closing date.
Gerald Slavin, Fulbright advisor as weJI ns director of inter·
national services, announced that
the original deadline for npplica·
tions is being extended from
Sept. 30 until Oct. '{. He noted
that overwhelming response in
all fields had depleat<!d his supply
of applications.
His office is located in building
T-10 n<!ross itom the School c:f
Law.

FIRST AND GOLD

which are usually lower, Griffen
said he thought most books were
sold for the suggested retail
prices.
Griffen said that although he
believed the Union should be a
Student Union that didn't mean
the Union should provide services
at discount prices.
Extra Services
He said that the Union proviJed a variety of student services which it had to pay for by
selling books and food.
Griffen commented that the
Union had earned a bad name of
being a monopoly, and said that
one of. his objectives in his office
would be to conect this image
and provide the students with the
;-.fp~mntion of thn total picure.

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

St. Tropez

Winner

We're giving this Chevy II RIGHT HERE
Registration end$ when we close Saturday night, October 1

Different Plans For Union
By .HM JANSSON
"The New Mexico Union is primarily a student Union," asserts
the Union Bom·d's new crusader·
type t'hni:rmnn Tom Griffen,
Griffen revealed several pet
gripes he bud ubout the Union and
outlined some of his plans to the
LOBO in an exclusive interview
last night.
Hitting the Union Snack Bar
as "something everyone admits is
bad," Griffen also proposed a solution to the eoffee refill program
and expressed an opinion about
Union bookstore prices as being
"maybe slightly l1igher than they
should be."
Poor Planning
Tracing the difficulty about the
snack bar to a mistake in plan·
ning, Griffen said more students
were using it than expected. He
said that it would be remodeled
for greater efficiency for the
Christmas vacation.
Commenting on the coffee controversy that started when the
Union suspended its refill policy,
Griffen said coffee refills aren't the
answer.
Instead of refills, Griffen sug•
gested lower coffec prices might
be the solution. He said the Union
hadn't suspended the coffee refills policy because of its cost
which Griffen estimated had run
up to nearly $7200.
Abused Policy
It was suspended, said Griffen,
because students abused the
policy, Griffen said that many
students would buy a cup of cof·
:fee in the morning and after having a refill, they would put the
cup itl their l>urse or pocket to

FREE

for those who dare
to wear the truly
advanced in design
ae bold •• , whisper to your

love, «Be daring, darling!"

"{;.r GUIDED TOURS OF THE CONCERT HALL

*

*

REFRESHMENTS SERVED FROM
$500.

* * *

*

*

* * * *

2:00, 2:30, 3:00 p.m.

* * * * 3:00P.M.

IN DOOR PRIZES

50 pairs of tickets-to Deller Consort-Value $4. per pair

50 pairs of tickets-to Half A Sixpence-Value $6. per pair

2312 CENTRAL SE
OPPOSITI: CAMPUS
EVENING APPOINfMENts

@:9.

~·

100 Winners in All
TICKETS TO ALL CONCERT$ AVAILABLE AT CONCERT HALL BOX OFFICE
OPEN DAILY 8:30 A.M.·5:00 P.M. SATURDAY 12:00 NOON TILL 9:00 P.M.; SUNDAY 1:00 TO 6:00
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Latin American Students ·Ignore Rules
(Continued f:fom page 1)
Sotelo was reinsated said Calvillo.
The Centr~ Universitario called
U,POn all high schools to join in
the strike, and with the University of Leon already on strike for
other reasons ,the week of July
25 saw all educational institutions
in the country brought to a standstill,
Committee Is Formed
A committee pleaded with the
University's rector, Father Pallai,
to reinstate Sotelo. Father Pallai,
Calvillo said, refused, saying that
he would rather see the University closed down than give in to
the students' demands.
". . . giving into the student,
is giving into anarchy," Calvillo
quoted Father Pallai as saying.
Calvillo said that the students
saw the threatened closing down
of the University as a very real
possibility, and could even feature
an entire new student body replacing them (due to the keen
competition for the few positions
at the University).
University Surrounded
Faced with this, Calvillo said
the students :;;urrounded the campus. The rector still held out.
Calvillo viewed the demonstration as strange because of what
he called the "no politics" nature
of religious institutions in Latin
America.
"The religious university is in

Audience Needed
for Sound Tests
Want a preview of the UNM
Concert Hall ?
You'll get your chance Friday
night.
The University needs an audience Friday night for a final
acoustical check before the Saturday night o}lening of the hall. As
many as 1,000 or more people will
be welcome from 7 to 9 p.m.
To Check Reverberation
There'll be plenty to see and
hear, promises Concert Hall director William J. Martin. The acoustical specialists will have the hall
rigged with special instruments
to measure reverberation.
The stage will be occupied by
the UNM Orchestra under the
direction of Dr. Kurt Frederick.
It will be playing selections prescribed by the sound specialists to
cover the wide range which the
hall may be expected to accommodate.
Small cannons will be fired and
other noisemakers will be employed to give the ball's acoustical
properties a thorough check.
Hall Will Be 'Tuned'
As the sounds reverberate
through the auditorium and are
recorded, the hall will be "tuned"
for the opening night. Movable
steel "coluds" hanging from the
ceiling will be adjusted to deflect
sounds in just the right way. The
large shell on stage will be positioned to do its job properly.
And the audience-they will be
doing their part, toO-creating
reflecting and absorbing sounds
in the way of all audiences.
"It will be a wonderful opportu·
nity to see the Concert Hall itself
and to witness the tuning of a
large auditorium," Martin said.
"It's an opportunity for an experience not frequently afforded
the general public."
~o ~·eservations are necessary
th1s tnp. Just show up at the Concert Hall at 7 p.m. Friday.

the position of being able to accept only the students it wants
and refusing those it doesn't
want," he said, "And when it says
no politics, it means no politics."
Since giving into the students
would defeat the institution's
founding principle, and since financial odds were in the University's favor, the rector had no intention of backing down said
Calvillo.
'
Strikes Spread
Strikes continued among the
high schools, but the UNM student stresed, there was large scale
effort to prevent violence,

demonstration, he saw a chance
to break the structure of UCA
Calvillo asserted.
"Likes to See Chao:;;"
Calvillo described the Revolutionary Student Front as a very
leftist group which liked "to see
chaos" and which was made up of
"professional troublemakers.'' But
he indicated that despite its organization, it was not a very ef'fective force at the religious
·
universities.
The strike was eventually settled said Calvillo even without
the reinstatement of Sotelo. This
he attributed to the strength of

the Catholic administrators (who
are strong because of the competitive nature surrounding admission to Latin American religious universities).
This is the distinguished difference between UCA and the
national university at Leon and
the provincial university at Guanajuato, Mexico-the competition
for admission.
Calvillo did not indic!J.te that he
felt the situation was likely to
change despite the growing politi·
cal !J.wareness of the 1•eligious
unive1·sity student-strikes or no
strikes.

Students for a Democratic Society ( SDS) will hold its first
regular meeting of the 1966-67
school year tonight at 8 p.m. in
room 231-E of the Union.
The format for the sessions has
been changed and will begin with
a general discussion of "Black
Power.'' This will be followed by
consideration of the organization's goals and activities for the
corning year.
The meeting is open, and the
public is invited to,_:a~t~t::_en~d~·:_____~==============-=-=-=-=--=-=-·

CONCERT HALL

Vicenfe s DRINK, INC.
1

In Corrales

FINE• ARTS MUSEUM
ANNOUNCE

TI-lE PREMIERE

Fall Fest:ival

of

Art:s

the

Sunday, October 2--1:00-6:00 P.M.

*
1:r In The Museum ..·. The Fabulous
ADMISSION FREE

"{;:{ In The Concert Hall-4:00P.M.

The Utah Symphony
MAURICE ABRAVANEL CONDUCTOR
PROGRAM
Overtur-e to Candide .................................................. Bernstein
Symphony No. 6 .......................................... Vaughan Williams
Firebird Suite ( 1919) ................................................ Stravinsky
Porgy & Bess ........................................................... ... Gershwin

SO BRING YOUR DATE OR FRIEND'S
LAVERNE RUDISILL convincingly plays the role of the card shark as she soundly beats Floyd Shade,
UNM junior and Stanley Mosley, UNM f.-eshman, at a game of cards in the Union Lobo room. She wins,
of course.

Maryland U.
COLLEGE PARK, Md. (CPS)
-If you think teaching American
students is a drag, then try it in
Viet Narn.
A University of Maryland professor reports that the 18 U.S.
soldiers he taught in an English
class at Bien Hoa were simply
"outstanding."
Classes in Bunkers
The class, conducted under the
curnble of American artiller fire,

Appointment of Louise Anne
Miller as curator of the UNM
Fine At·ts Center Art Museum
has been announced by Clinton
Adams, Dean of the College of
Fine Arts.
In her newly--created post,
Miss Miller will conduct research
in connection with exhibitions
planned for the Art Museum. She
will also work with t.he Friends of
Art, a newly-established coterie
of volunteer art enthusiasts determined to contribute to the
growth of the art program at
UNM, and with the Junior League
of Albuquerque. The latter group .
has been sponsoring an annual
art show of special regional significance at the Art Museum and
acting as guides for visiting
groups.

• •
IS 1n

Guided Tours of The Concert Hall-2:00-2:30 and 3:00 P.M.

u Refreshments Served From 3.00 P.M.

Blue Key Meeting
Blue Key, senior men's honorary, will hold its first meeting of
the year at 7:30 tonight in Room
108 Mitchell Hall. Activities for
the year will be discussed and all
members are requested to attend.
Barbara Baker Brown, fashion
editor of Philadelphia's "Evening
Bulletin," attended a fashion
showing in New York City and
reported
that
ollie
parnis'
"jeweled dresses are as high voltage as you'll find anywhere-and
almost as high priced. One shimmery little gold number sells for
just slightly less than a new
Volkswagen."

JADE EAST"
VALETRAY

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Had a
umque
experience?
H so, real or imaginary,
tell us about it in a
limerick and we'll send
you a completely
unique token of our
appreciation. Here's an
example:

"A chemistry major
named Bleaker,
Drank his Colt 45
from a beaker,
He said, 'It's more
fun%
It holds two cans,
not one,
As an experience,
it's even uniquer.'"

.

50 pairs of Tickets to Deller Consort Oct. 11.-Value $4.00 per pair
50 pairs of Tickets to Half·a·Sixpence Oct.14-Value $6.00perpair

In tbe meantime, try
this for inspiration!

100 WINNERS IN ALL

Colt
:1:5

I-I all Box Office

1f.~
~liQilO,.
NAtr,

Open Daily 8:30 A.M.-5:00P.M.

Sat. 12:00-9:00 P.M.

.

Telephone 277-3121

Sun. 1:00-6:00 P.M.

The exhilarating
elegance of Jade East
in a handsome new setting.
Man's Dresser Valet together with 4 oz.
bottles of Jade East Cologne and Jade East
After Shave. $9.00 complete.
Key ring and Buddlm Cuff Llnk/Tio Toe Sol not included.
Swank solo distributor. Available at fino stores ovorywhoro. _

AND come and enjoy your favorites, Bolerros, Mexican Jazz,
Flamenco, and Classical Music by Vicente and His Magic Guitar.
Special Drinks of the House
Vicente & DoHie
Irish Coffees - by Larry Peterson
Proprietors
Starting Oct. lst- Hot Buttered Rum

buddies had died in the field and
perhaps asking permission to
postpone writing a theme, for the
time being."
Another course he attemtped to
teach in Saigon lasted one hour
and then had to be abandoned be·
cause of street fighting followed
by a curfew. Cautero rescheduled
the class to meet ten days later
when local disturbances had died
down; but by that time students
were so far afield that they could
not be reassembled.

Get the idea? Get it
down on a post card
and send to:
Limerick Contest,
Box 45, Colt, Arkansas.

$500.00 IN DOOR PRIZES

Tickets To All Concerts Now Available At Concert

Viet Nam

was at times itnerrupted by unfriendly mortar attacks which
made everyone run for nearby
bunkers, where instruction continued in the dark.
"This is a test of teachingconducting a class in the dark,''
Professor Gerard Cautero said.
"You are lost. You cannot judge
the effect of what you are saying. You hear a voice but-are not
sure where to look. Once in a
while you see the glow of a cigarette!'
Death Creates problems
Not everything went smcoothly,
however, Cautero added. "You had
persons corning in after their

Presenting the

Regular Admission-$3.00, $2.00, $1.50,$1.00
Wilh Student or Fatuity 1.0. Card -TWO FOR ONE

Discussion Group

898-2535

For All Students with Student Cards
All Mixed Drinks 70c

Curator Is Chosen
For Art Museum

Georgia O'Keeffe Exhibition

u
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SUSAN JAY -MON. NITE 9-1

AND THE

St. Paul's Forming
A discussion group built around
the theme "The Word and the
World" is being organized by St.
Paul's Reformed Episcopal Chapel. The group will meet every
Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m. at
Fallows House, 2920 Campus
Blvd. NE.
The topic of the first meeting,
which will be held tonight, is "Is
the Church on the Rocks?" The
group is interdenominational and
all interested persons are invited
to attend.

While he was impressed with
the awarness of the conditions
surrounding the demonstration by
members of the United States Information Service, Calvillo was
eq.ually unimpressed with the
efforts cf Fernando Gordillo,
leader of the far left in Nicaragua, to infilt1·ate the strike.
Gordillo, a member of the
Eevolutional'Y Student Front and
a student at the University of
Leon, traveled to Managua for the
single purpose of fanning the
fiarne·s said Calvillo. Seeing the
students of the Catholic university openly supporting a political

Black Power Is Issue
In 1st SDS Meeting

Dick Hitt of the Dallas, Tex.,
"Times-Herald" wrote th!J.t "The
Thing that sets the Volkswagen
apart, other than its uglyduckIingesque qualities, is the sense
of humor of its makers. Of course,
making a car like that, you'd
ju$t about have to have a sense
of humor anyway...."
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A ~ompletely
umque•
expenence
C SPECIAl PRODUCTS biVISION
THE NATIONAL BREWING CO., DALTO,, MD.
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!CREEMENT
Such is the Proprietor's goal, in the matter of sports
coats. Agmement between rit:h fnbric, hearty pat·
tern, natural shoulder cut and the finest of tailoring.
His success in this endeavor may be witnessed at
first hond on !he premises.
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TERRACE AT CENTRAL
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Thursday,
September 29, 1966
.
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Lobos Shooting For Big Number 3 Socc~r Becoming
Last year the UNM Lobos were looking forward to a fine
year. Returning from a squad which posted nine wins was
an all-conference quarter back, an all-conference guard, and
four other starting seniors.
The first game for the Wolfpack was against the Miners
of Texas Western. What happened to the Lobos in that game
is now history. The Wolfpack ran into a buzzsaw in the
person of Billy Stevens, the quarterback who passed the
Lobos silly.
This year was to be a rebuilding year at UNM. But the
big hearted Lobos have gone out and done the unexpected by
winning their first two games. Texas Western has been
having troubles this year and after two games show two
losses.
This is the same team the Miners had last year and they
have too much material to keep losing. If the Lobos are to
continue their winning ways they must stop that man who
beat them last year-Bmy Stevens.

ra

Full-lime Sport

Soccer is becoming a full-time
sport on many college campuses
and UNM is no exception. The
University started its intercollegiate soccer program three
years ag·o and since that time
has compiled a 9-1-1 record.
The UNM team is a result of
a league which is sponsored by
the Lobo Soccer Club each year.
Eight teams are made up of
students and residents of the city
who in turn make up the University team.
New Mexico has met such
teams as the University of Arizona, Arizona State University,
New Mexico State, the College
of Santa Fe, and the Sonora State
Champions of Mexico. This year
the University has scheduled ten
games.
The games are played under
international rules with the exception that substitutions are
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Wanted
OUR SIXTY·SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM
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Friday, September 30, 1966
ByBiiiHume
Advocating the abolishment of the student draft deferment program and advocating the refusal of the UNM ~
ministration to furnish information to Selective Service ·authorities were the substances of two resolutions submitted
to yesterday afternoon's meeting of the UNM Chapter of
the American Association of University Professors.
The resolutions, submitted by Professor Carl M. Selinger
and Professor Paul F. Schmidt, respectively, were not voted
on by the group.
The AA UP, instead, asks
for the opinions and comments of the campus community at large-both students
and faculty-before passing
final judgement on the measThe following arc the texts of ures.
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Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Selinger, Schmidt
Offer Proposals

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVE)tTISING RATE~:
4 line ad. 65<-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tlons Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277·4102.
FOR RENT
ATT.RACTIVE 1 or 2 bedroom apartments for rent. Furni•hcd, 4409 Ninth
Street NW. 9/28, 29, 30.
BACHELOR'S suite for rent ncar University. Call 255-4884. Evenings only, 9/29,
30, 10/3, 5.
ROOM for student, 2'/a blocks from. Uni·
verslty. Kitchen privileges. Cnll 255·4384.
9/29, 30, 10/8, 5.

Cougars Leading

SEitvlCES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Sp.,.,ial
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2(3·

WAC Statistics
Defending champion Brigham
Young University leads in three
of the six statistical categories of
the Western Athletic Conference,
according to figures released
Monday by Commissioner Paul
W. Brechler.
The Cougars top the field in
total team offense with an average of 359 yards per game, in
rushing with an average of 236,
and in rushing defense after
throwing San Jose State runners
for a minus 1 yard net Saturday.
Utah took the lead in total defense by holding Oregon to 195
net yards in the Redskins' first
game of the season.
U of A First in Passing
A1·izona's air-lift has netted
233.5 yards per game to put the
Wildcats on top in passing, well
ahead of Wyoming's 191.5. The
two teams will meet Saturday at
Laramie, in an important Western Athletic Conference tilt.
New Mexico leads in passing
defense, having held two nonconference opponents to an average of 78 yards per game. The
Lobos also are second in total
defense, having held opponents
to 218 net yards per game.
Leaders' Game on Tap
All individual leaders in offensive statistics of the Western
Athletic Conference will perform
on one field Saturday, when the
Wyoming Cowboys and Arizona
Wildcats meet at Laramie.
Rick Egloff, Wyoming quarterback, has amassed 345 yards passing and 30 rushing in two games,
to set the conference pace in total
offense with a net of 375, accord-

0588.

If we were

ing to figures released by Commissioner Paul W. Brechler Monday.
Mark Reed, Arizona quarterback, leads passers with 34
completions in 56 attempts, for
an accumulation of 322 yards,
and is second in total offense with
313 net.
Kiick Leads Rushing
Jim Kiick, Cc ,vboy tailback,
has 121 net rushing yards in two
games, but is closely followed by
John Ogden, Brigham Young fu11back, who plowed for 112 yards
in the Cougars' opener against
San Jose State Saturday.
Jim Greth, Wildcat halfback, is
setting a torrid pace for pass receivers with 16 catches and 214
yards in two games, and is being
pushed by teammate Fritz Greenlee, who has 14 receptions for 100
yards.
Utah's Jerry Pu11man grabbed
the lead in punting with an average of 43.5 yards in his first
game, to move ahead of Wyoming's Jerry DePoyster, who is
second with 40.7. Arizona's Joe
Payton, who was second in the
nation last year, trails with 36.7
in two games.

selling books
We would court
"Bookworms''

But-

We sell taReS

See our large selection of Pre-recorded
and Blank Tapes and
Cartridges.

IAMPEXI'
Stereo Tapes

v:AMAHA ~~=~:i~:~~~i~!~ld. Go on
a Yamaha Catalina 250.

Forget the usual holiday hassle on a Catalina. 250.
Twin cylinders, 5-speed.gearbox, safety~ng.meered
brakes. Comfortably cruise at any speed hm1t.
See our selection of new and used 250's. A low down

$b75

SEE ALL THE SWINGING YAMAHAS IN UNIVERSAL'S TECHNICOLOR® SPY SPOOF "OUT OF SIGHT.''

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

BOBBY J'S

Complete Automotive Service
Speedo Expert
Friendly

MOTORCYCLE SALES

Dependable

Try Us For Proof
6211 Central Ne

San Pedro 8. Central

SOUND by

""::::';:·;~.:;:~u:::yAMAHAij

FAIRGROUNDS
SERVICE

Ph. 256-1423
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SDS MEMBER PHIL NICHOLSON, center is shown actively participating in last nights meeting of
the Students fpr a Demoeratic Society.
·

Nicholson Asks SDS Group
To· Push Anti- War Activity
By DAVE DURAN
in expressing our views on the
Phil Nicholson opened a discus- \Var."
sion group last night, in the
A weekly bour-long vigil ~;~tart
Union, by saying that be would . ing Oct'Jber 5,, at 12:1S r.m. Wl1.5:
like to see the Students for a
discussed. The purpose of the
Democratic Society become an Vigil is to have an hour of silence
active group of organizers.
during which time literature on
The main purpose of the or- the Viet Nam war will be handed
ganizing group would be to help out, so that those present will
students and people of the com- be brought to realize that there
munity to be aware of their every- is blood being shed and that someday contributions to the war in thing should be done about it, he
VietNam.
added.
Pennananee Needed
Citizens Domiaated.
Nicholson said, "one of our
''Citizens must be brought to
main concerns is forming perma- !l'ecognize how powei'less they
nent citizen organizations to do really are. We are all under poli-

The Draft and the·
Educational Process

tical dominance and our influence
as citizens has lessened," Nicholson said.
A dilk;Lll,;,;;iv)l held "by. the Cii.izens Active for Peace group was

1'HE BASIC PRINCIPLE be.
bind the following resolutions is:
that a clear separation of the
draft from educational processes
is necessary for the best functioning of each.
Some important reasons in support:- or ':tl'iis bJ:iaic pri'nciple. a:re:
1) IF ACA.IJEMIC GRADES are

brought to the attention of the used as part of the criteria of
S.D.S. discussion group. The draft cla~sification or selection,
Citizens Active for Peace dis- then some students may be temptcussed Wednesday night the pos- ed toward cheating, dishonesty,
sibility of sending Senator Ken- cribbing, etc. such behavior is innedy a telegram upon his arrival compatible with effective educato Albuquerque. Included in the cation. We do not wish to entelegram would be a friendly courage such negative values.
greeting along with a request
2) IF ACADEMIC GRAD.ES are
urging him to publicly support used as part of the criteria, then
the late President John Kennedy's students are dt•iven toward overviews on the VietNam war.
(Contnued on page 3)

"We decided to ;1sk the LOBO
to publish both resolutions, so
that tl1e student body and tHe
faculty as a whole may reflect on
upon them and discuss them; and,
when there had been sufficient
time to do that, a special meeting
(of the AAUI') will be called,"
Selinger said, in an exclusive
LOBO interview yesterday.
Called Two Approaches
"The two are not really alternative resolutions," Selingex• added,
"They are rea1ly two approaches
to the problem of Selective Service and higher education."
The AAUP made no final decisions on where the resolutions
would be sent if passed, but Selinger speculate!l that.J;he defermen:,
86oHil"'httrant
fi:h!I01tltflon
would be sent to the New Mexico
Congx•essionai Delegation; if passed; and the no-information ·tp
Draft Boards resolution would be
submitted to a faculty meeting for
University action.
Meeting To Be Soon
The special meeting to discuss
the resolutions will be held "within the next few weeks," Selinger
said.
"The cornerstone (of Thurs(Continued on page 2)

To Be Given Free

Kennedy Correction
'rhe time for the presentation
o£ the first John F. Kennedy
Memorial Fellowship has been
changed from 10:30 a.m. Monday,
Oct. 3, to 8:30 a.m. the same day.
The presentation will be made in
the Union Ba11room by U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy.

two resolutions submitted to the
UNM Chapter of the American
Association of University Professors, in their meeting yesterday.
The AAUI', in turn, is soliciting the opinions and comments
of students and faculty of UNM
to aid them in considering the
resolutions.

6316 Domingo Rd. N.E.

Ph. 255-0237

Near the University

3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triang Ie)
255-1695
Headquarters
for all your
Sound and Music needs

Walter Lewis, UNM safety coordinator, ltas announced that he
will be giving free eye tests in
the basement of the Library room
78-B.
The test, which is basically a
depth perception test, does not
indicate whether there is a need
for glasses. It does tell if there
is a need for further examination by a qualified optometrist,
optomologist, or oculist, said
Lewis.
Not Specialist
Lewis has said that he is not a
specialist. He cannot give a full
eye examination or prescribe
glasses. He can, however, makeup glasses once prescribed by a
physician.
Safety Lenses
The outstanding feature of
these glasses, said Lewis, is that
FACULTY MEMBEl~S ATTENDING last night's meeting of the
they will be made with safety
Publications
Board included from left John Howarth, assoeiate
lenses. Lewis said that the safety
professor
of
physics and astronomy; Tony llillerman, associate
glasses are especially functional
professor in journalism; Dr. Lester Libo, associate professor of
for laboratory use.
psychiatry; William lluber, chairman of the board; and Walter
Required in Labs
Rutkowski, instructor in art education.
In most states, all students are
required to wear safety glasses WHAT STUDENT PUBLICA3. Approved the addition of
in the laboratories. Lewis feels . TIONS BOARD DID:
three paid stall' member
that within the next year legisla1. Approved the 1965-66 fi.
for the MIRAGE.
positions
tion will be passed in New Mexico
nancial statements o£ the
4.
Approved
the 1966-67
requiring students to wear safety
L 0 B 0 • MIRAGE, and
THUNDERBIRD
budget of
glasses in labs, both plain and
THUNDERBIRD.
$2,300.
prescription.
2. Raised LOlJO editor's salary
Financial statements of the
As a representative of Ameri£or semester I of the 1966- Student Publications Board's
can Optical, Lewis said that he
6'1 school year to $140 a three publications showed a
will be offering the glasses to stumonth . and approved a $2,246.43 profit on the LOBO, a
dents at cost.
LOBO budget of $47,430.
$5,050.50 profit on the MIRAGE,

LOBO S'l'AFI~ MEMBER Kathy Mahon, Student Senator Lanny
Miele, and executive administrative assistant Lynna Joseph at·
tentatively listen at last nights meeting of Student Publications
Board.
and a $21 deficit on the THUNDERBIRD.
A£ter considerable discussion,
LOBO editor Jim Jansson's salary was raised from $125 to
$140. The decision brought sharp
criticism from student Board
member Bruce Gray.
Increase Opposed
"I would be opposed to the increase," said Gray, who £e!t that

the editor should be primarily
concerned with "getting experiet'tce."
A $47,430 LOBO budget was ap·
proved.. The editor's request to
secure funds for a United Ptess
Intet•national teletype met with
differing opinions and he was advised to .find out whether students
on campus would be interested
(Contnued on page 3)

